Abstract -Nowadays biometric is playing a key role in the field of forensic and commercial applications. The vein biometrics is a robust biometric in recent trends. The vein pattern is very difficult to forge or fake. The traits are not going to be changed from birth to death. This paper discusses image enhancement operations and its result when applied on multispectral palm vein image. The image enhancement operations are much helpful to extract the vein pattern as features. The experiments can be used to highlight or trace a vein pattern lies at palm region of hand. The proposed work gains vein pattern and considered as the stepping stone towards feature extraction. The paper also discusses the comparison of statistical properties such as mean, standard deviation and coefficient of original image and images resulting out through enhancement operations. The enhancement operation is a key to gain the vein pattern. The image analysis can be framed well using statistical image measurements.
Introduction
Biometrics is automated methods of recognizing a person based on a physiological or behavioral characteristic; among the features measured akin to face, fingerprints, hand geometry, handwriting, iris, retinal, palm vein, and voice etc. However Palm vein biometric systems are superior because they provide a nontransferable means of identifying people not just cards or badges. A key advantage of palm vein biometric authentication is that, biometric data is based on human vein characteristics that stay constant throughout one's lifetime and are difficult to fake or change. The inspiration of our work is from Huan Zhang, Dewen Hu [1] paper; which presents a palm vein recognition system that uses blood vessel patterns as a personal identification factor. It also discusses about an image preprocessing and feature extraction of palm vein pattern. Vein pattern identification uses an infrared light source at 760 nm to scan for hemoglobin in the blood [2] [6] . A vein pattern technology has a high degree of usability with some research showing 99.98 percent usability [2] . A palm vein is a new member of biometrics family and attracts much of the today's research attention. It has been found that light in the 700 to 1000 nm (infrared light) ranges can penetrate human skin, whereas 880-930 nm provides a good contrast [3] of subcutaneous veins. As the palms have more complex vascular patterns than fingers and provide more distinct features for pattern matching and authentication. However with other biometric identification approaches, vein patterns are considered to be time invariant and sufficiently distinct to clearly identify an individual. The vein patterns are not easily spoofed, observed, damaged, obscured or changed and also vein pattern technology is perceived as secure as it incorporated -aliveness‖ detection. As per the discussion in paper the shape and texture features [8] can be considered for parameter for image enhancement. Various enhancement operation of it can be applied on the image. It is useful to give the image analysis too. The human vascular structure is individually distinct. Even the identical twins have different and distinct vascular patterns [9] . The optical penetration depth for near-infrared imaging at 850 nm is estimated to be 3.57 mm and such illumination has shown to offer higher contrast for the subcutaneous veins while imaging [10] . An image enhancement is one of the key stages of digital image processing. The image enhancement operations considered to be the stepping stone to perform feature extraction. It is one of the key stages of digital image processing.
This paper discusses about the usefulness of fundamental image enhancement operations. The palm vein pattern and their structure, locality at palm region of hand under subcutaneous skin are also discussed.
These enhancement techniques are much useful to trace and highlight palm vein pattern; which lies at palm region of hand. The experiment is performed in MATLAB; which is technical computing tool to implement digital image processing techniques and operations. The paper also discusses about the statistical analysis of these resulting enhanced palm vein images with original palm vein image.
Palm Vein Pattern
Vein pattern identification uses an infrared light source to scan for hemoglobin in the blood. Deoxygenated hemoglobin appears as a black pattern with the hand or finger showing as a lighter color or white. The device then captures an image of vein patterns in wrist, palm, back of the hand, finger or face. This is similar to the technique used to capture retinal patterns. The backs of hands and palms have more complex vascular patterns than fingers [7] and provide more distinct features for pattern matching and authentication.
As with other biometric identification approaches, vein patterns are considered to be time invariant and sufficiently distinct to clearly identify an individual. In this paper the biometric palm vein based recognition system is developed on the basis statistical properties of palm vein pattern. As it is found physiological biometric can be easily forged by undergoing medical operation and resulted into the medical identity loss of the person. So a strong and robust biometric feature such as palm vein can be studied and is adopted for person identification and it is very difficult to forge and is application for the living being as it monitors the blood fluctuation in the vein as heart pump. The two basic considerations in the design of a multispectral palm print system are the following: 1) The color-absorptive and color-reflective characteristics of human skin and 2) The light spectra to be used when acquiring images. Human skin is made up of three layers: 1) Epidermis; 2) dermis; and 3) sub cutis, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each layer will contain a different proportion of blood and fat.
The epidermis also contains melanin, whereas the sub cutis contains veins [3] . Different light wavelengths will penetrate to different skin layers and illuminate in different spectra. NIR light penetrates human tissue further than visible light, and blood absorbs more NIR energy than the surrounding tissue (e.g., fat or melanin) [4] . The system acquires spectral information from all three dermal layers by using both visible and NIR bands. In the visible spectrum, a threemonocular LED array is used with Red peaking at 660 nm, Green peaking at 525 nm, and blue peaking at 470 nm. In the NIR spectrum, an NIR LED array peaking at 880 nm is used. It has been shown that light in the 700-to 1000-nm range can penetrate human skin, whereas 880-930 nm provides a good contrast of subcutaneous veins [4] . 
Image Database
The Biometric Research Centre (UGC/CRC) at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University has developed a real time multispectral palm print capture device which can capture palm print images under blue, green, red and near-infrared (NIR) illuminations, and has used it to construct a large-scale multispectral palm print database [5] . Multispectral palm print images were collected from 250 volunteers, including 195 males and 55 females. The age distribution is from 20 to 60 years old.
They have collected samples in two separate sessions. In each session, the subject was asked to provide 6 images for each palm. Therefore, 24 images of each illumination from 2 palms were collected from each subject. In total, the database contains 6,000 images from 500 different palms for one illumination. The average time interval between the first and the second sessions was about 9 days. And also provide the extracted ROI images using our ROI extraction algorithm from 500 different palms for one illumination. The average time interval between the first and the second sessions was about 9 days. Each part of database is named as -nnnn‖. -nnnn‖ represents the identity of the person (range from 1 to 500). In each folder, the first 6 images (1_mm) were captured in the first session and the latter 6 images (2_mm) were captured in the second session, "mm" represents the image index for give session (range from 1 to 6). The database contains all the original palm print images collected with our device by blue, green, red and NIR illumination [5] . In our study we have worked on the NIR illuminated palm print multispectral image and related statistical measurements. The palm-vein images in contactless imaging present lot of translational and rotational variations. Therefore, more stringent preprocessing steps are required to extract a stable and aligned ROI. The preprocessing steps essentially recover a fixedsize ROI from the acquired images which have been normalized to minimize the rotational, translational, and scale changes. This is followed by the nonlinear enhancement so that the vein patterns from ROI images can be observed more clearly
Image Enhancement
The principal objective of enhancement is to process an image so that the result is more suitable than the original image for a specific application. Visual evaluation of image quality is a highly subjective process, thus making the definition of a -good image‖ an elusive standard by which to compare algorithm performance. Spatial domain methods are procedures that operate directly on these pixels. Spatial domain processes [3] will be denoted by the expression:
Where ( ) is the input image, ( ) is the processed image, and is an operator on , defined over some neighborhood of ( ).The simplest form of is when the neighborhood is of size 1 × 1 (that is, a single pixel).In this case, depends only on the value of at ( ), and becomes a gray-level (also called an intensity or mapping) transformation function of the form ( ).
Methodology
The following are image enhancement operations performed on image they are:
Histogram equalization The histogram of a digital image with gray levels in the range , -is a ( ) Where is the th gray level and is the number of pixels in the image. It is common practice to normalize a histogram by dividing each of its values by the total number of pixels in the image, denoted by .
Thus, a normalized histogram is given by [11] :
We consider a discrete formulation and allow pixel values to be in the interval , -.For any satisfying for mentioned conditions; we focus attention on transformations of the form:
That produces a level for every pixel value in the original image. For reasons that will become obvious shortly, we assume that the transformation function ( ) satisfies the following conditions:
(a) ( ) is single-valued and monotonically increasing in the interval and (b) ( )
De-correlation Stretch
This applies to de-correlation stretch to multichannel image.
Applies a de-correlation stretch to a multichannel image and returns the result in s. The s has the same size and class as . The mean and variance in each band are the same as in .
( ) applies a contrast following the de-correlation stretch.
Adaptive Histogram Equalization
This is Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE).
Where adapthisteq( )enhances the contrast of the grayscale image by transforming the values using contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE).CLAHE operates on small regions in the image, called tiles, rather than the entire image. The contrast, especially in homogeneous areas, can be limited to avoid amplifying any noise that might be present and will occur in the image.
( ) It specifies any of the additional parameter/value.
Adjust Map Image
It maps the intensity values in grayscale inputted image to new values in as enhanced image such that 1% of data is saturated at low and high intensities of inputted image. This increases the contrast of the output image. 
Noise Removal
The best-known order-statistics filter is the median filter, which, as its name implies, replaces the value of a pixel by the median of the gray levels in the neighborhood of that pixel: [11] 
The original value of the pixel is included in the computation of the median. Median filters are quite popular because, for certain types of random noise, they provide excellent noise-reduction capabilities, with considerably less blurring than linear smoothing filters of similar size.
Experiment and Results
An experiment is carried out at MATLAB; which is software computing tool. In our experiment we have read palm vein image; which is a multispectral image captured under near infrared illumination. An experiment is focused on enhancement of image. Fundamental image enhancement operations are performed on image captured under the NIR spectrum, an NIR LED array peaking at 880 nm as shown in fig.4 (d). The enhancement operations are useful to extract palm vein pattern from an image.
The experimental work and image enhancement result can be summarized as follows-1. When we apply adjust color map operation then vein pattern and principal lines are quite visible. 3. We have enhanced contrast of original image using histogram equalization. 5. Apply contrast stretch operation by specifying lower and upper limits that can be used for contrast stretching image. 
Comparison
As per the table 1; which we can state that there is consistently decrease in the mean value of original image and image enhanced through enhancement operations. The analysis on the basis mean can be concluded as the mean value of contrast limited adaptive histogram equalized image is high and contrast stretched image has the lowest mean value as compared to other enhancement operations. The standard deviation is next parameter of consideration for comparison. There is much difference in the standard deviation value of original image and enhanced image. 
Conclusion
A palm vein is a new member of pattern recognition and biometrics family, has attracted much of the research attention. De-oxygenated hemoglobin appears as a black pattern with the hand or finger showing as a lighter color or white. The image preprocessing operations such as image enhancement are performed. The result shows how fundamental image enhancement operations are useful so as to trace or highlight the vein pattern that lies at palm of hand. The result also shows enhancement in an image that shows palm features such vein structure as well as principal lines. The analysis is framed by taking into consideration the statistical values of original image and enhanced image through enhancement operations. These features are useful for pattern matching or simply classification of an individual. So, the objective of experiment is successful and leads to extract the palm vein pattern from a multispectral image captured under near infrared illumination; which are not easily spoofed, observed, damaged, obscured or changed and also vein pattern technology is perceived as secure as it incorporated -aliveness‖ detection. 
